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Macro Update
Joseph Crawford, Chief Executive Officer
juc@vt.edu

December 31, 2020

January 14, 2020

The BCOM index finished down YTD as the COVID-19 pandemic wreaked havoc upon the energy
industry as demand for oil around the world plummeted, dragging the broader index down for the year
despite solid gains from precious metals, industrial metals, and agricultural commodities. WTI crude oil
ended the year at $48.52 and gold at $1,893/oz.
The first half of January was marked by big political moments. After the Georgia Senate run-off races
ended in Democratic victories giving Democrats control of the Senate, markets responded accordingly by
acknowledging that a fiscal stimulus is likely. As a result of increased inflation expectations, the 10 year
broke 1% for the first time since the onset of the coronavirus pandemic. Further increases in inflation
expectations could potentially derail the risk rally led by equities. However, any significant increase in
yields would likely be met with dovish policy and guidance from the Federal Reserve, which seems intent
on ensuring the serenity of markets.
Speaking of the risk rally, equities ended the year at all-time highs as no concerns seem to be able to
hamper the run. Are we in bubble territory? Will there be a major correction/crash in 2021? Or will
markets continue to surge in this low-rate environment taking us to further highs? Time will tell.
So far, the pandemic continues to rage on, with a new variant popping up in the UK. It remains to be seen
if the current vaccines will be resistant enough to these new variants, how potent the variants are, and how
efficient the overall rollout of the vaccine globally will be. As the vaccine rollout continues, markets will
look toward the future in which the pandemic is no longer the mainstay of daily life.
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Agriculture Update
Jayson Gill, Division Head
jayson00@vt.edu
Summary: The start of the 2020/2021 winter season has been a very exciting one for many of the
agricultural commodities. Grains and sugar saw large steady gains while coffee and livestock saw more
sideways price movements.
The grains sector saw markets skyrocket after the release of a very bullish WASDE report in December
and January. The U.S. export market has been flourishing as of late and there are signs that it is likely to
continue in the short run. Another high note in the grains market is foreign growing conditions haven’t
been favorable. These along with many other factors have led to major price spikes we are observing.
Livestock markets have experienced some price improvements but overall the market is bearish in both
the cattle and pork sectors due to COVID-19 concerns. The coffee market has been split between rising
arabica prices and falling robusta prices. This is mainly due to COVID-19 concerns as well. Overall the
worldwide coffee consumption has fallen, another factor that the pandemic can be blamed for. The sugar
market also has been very bullish while boasting a 31% increase in worldwide production from last year.
Historically, the winter and early spring months usually don’t see much action but this year is different.
We are seeing many things happening in the ags and softs market that affect the markets daily. This is
building excitement for many market players for the start of 2021. As we move forward in 2021, the
agricultural markets will have a close eye on the Biden administration’s new plans and policies.
Agriculture seems to be a big priority for the new president and his team so many people are optimistic.
Two of the major policies that will be at the forefront will be Biden’s stance on biofuels and ethanol for
the corn market and trade for all of the markets, especially the soybean market. As spring approaches,
many reports for the upcoming growing season will be released and can be trading opportunities for
many. Weather will also be a big factor as always, but as of late it has been extreme and has caused major
planting issues in recent years here in the U.S.
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Coffee (JO) Update
Armine Poghosyan, Analyst
armine@vt.edu

Price Action: Prices of Arabica coffee increased, while Robusta prices fell in December
News: ICO October Coffee Market Report (01/06/21), The Portugal News (01/19/21), Eikon Coffee
News (01/20/21)
Summary: The prices of Arabica group coffee increased in December significantly. The largest increase
occurred for Brazilian Naturals (8%), followed by Colombian Milds (5.7%) and Other Milds (4.7%),
however, Robusta prices fell by 0.5%. Arabica coffee experienced the largest decrease among other coffee
types (5.1%). While the production of Arabica decreased due to the unfavorable weather conditions in
Brazil, Robusta’s production from Asia and Oceania increased by 3.2%. On the other side, the global
consumption of coffee fell by 0.9%. Due to the impacts of the pandemic, the imports from the major
coffee importing countries and particularly the U.S. decreased by 4.5%.
Outlook: The price of coffee is expected to decrease and follow neutral-to-bearish fundamentals. The
Fitch Solutions and Citibank coffee price forecast suggest that the price will decrease to $1.05 per pound
for 2021-22 periods.
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Corn (CORN) Update
Kevin Salmon, Analyst
ksalmon@vt.edu

Price Action: The ETF price rose sharply in the last month and a half, crossing $17 for the first time since
July of 2019. CORN has had upward momentum since August and most recently spiked up 6% on
January 12 when the latest WASDE was released.
News: US corn prices seen firm on global demand recovery (Jan 4); Asia corn prices hit new high on
futures rally, but slows demand (Jan 8); USDA Lowers Corn and Soybean Supplies in Latest WASDE
Report (Jan 13); Corn Prices Fall Most in 17 Months to Pace 'Brutal' Crop Selloff Last week (Jan 22)
Summary: Corn prices have rallied since summer and hit multi-year highs in mid-January. Strong
demand from China, Japan, and Mexico for US corn has been a main driver of price while ethanol
production has remained mostly stagnant. As the new Biden administration rolls out policies to combat
climate change, ethanol producers will be especially focused on if provisions in the Renewable Fuel
Standard (RFS) are upheld and whether biofuel waivers to small refineries will be taken back.
Implementation of the COVID vaccine will also be an important factor going forward as the industry
hopes for energy use and travel to pick back up. Chinese demand for foreign corn is at record highs and
the weak Ukrainian crop has forced the Chinese to buy from other markets. As COVID restrictions
subside and China resumes its productivity, demand for grains keeps rising.
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The USDA released the January WASDE on the 12th showing stocks at their lowest level since 2013
which quickly prompted a price increase of 6%. Growing international demand combined with poor
growing conditions in Brazil and Argentina contributed to the bullish run. Additionally, an Argentine corn
export ban is expected to expire on March 1. The price run-up came to end last week and the ETF saw its
worst daily sell off in nearly 17 months on January 22. News in the last week included rain in South
America, details on the COVID variants, and tighter restrictions in Europe. These bearish indicators may
have motivated profit taking and could be the end of the long grain rally.
Outlook: The Biden administration may implement increases in blending rates for biofuels and could
encourage further grain sales to China and abroad. Successful vaccine roll out will also prove bullish and
strengthen production and travel globally. If the new variants of the virus prove immune to the vaccine or
become more deadly however, the bullish run could surely be coming to an end. I am bearish in the long
run as prices look like they have hit their peak and a reversal has already begun.
Supporting Material:

Corn ending stocks are at their lowest level since 2013 (from the USDA)
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Livestock (COW) Update
Yangchuan Wang, Analyst
yangchuanwang@vt.edu

Price Action: Cow prices and cattle prices were bearish in early December 2020 and early January 2021,
and were bullish during most periods in December 2020.
News: Report shows hog industry pulling back (Dec 24) U.S. red meat exports maintain robust pace (Jan
11) Smithfield Foods Suspends Federal Campaign Donations After U.S. Capitol Riot (Jan 11) USDA
investing $11.65m to control feral swine (Jan 15)
Summary: On the demand side, Brazil confirmed on December 28 2020 that China suspended imports
from a Brazilian pork plant due to COVID-19 concern. China increased pork imports and restored hog
herds. Chinese imports rose by 3.95 million tonnes from January to November in 2020, 115% higher than
the period in the previous year. U.S. beef demand stayed strong in 2020. Beef exports fell in 2020 due to
lower beef production and global economic slowdown. The largest effect on exports was caused by
decreased beef exports to Mexico. On the other hand, beef exports to China increased remarkably in 2020.
On the supply side, in December 2020 more regions in the world suffered from ASF (African swine
fever). Reports from Swine Health Information Center at University of Minnesota showed that ASF
spread to another province in Poland and Russia reported more cases of ASF. U.S. beef production
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increased in the fourth quarter of 2020 compared to the same period in 2019. In January 2021 USDA
invested $11.65 billion in 14 projects to help agricultural producers and control feral swine. Also in
January 2021 USDA implemented changes in livestock risk protection. The new changes will take effect
on January 20 and will improve Livestock Risk Protection coverage for producers in 2021 and forward.
Outlook: Hog slaughter will be over 135 million hogs in 2021, 2.6% higher from 2020. Cattle producers
have learned a lesson in 2020 and will likely have improvement in making profits in 2021. Cattle
inventories will be smaller in 2021 because of limited herd liquidation in the previous year. COVID-19
vaccines will bring the crisis under control in the coming months. But still, risks in production remain and
livestock producers need to protect their financial situation.
Supporting Material:

Source: Perez, Soi; Brihn, Auguste; Perez, Andres. “Swine Disease Global Surveillance Report.”
Swine Health Information Center, Jan. 2021.
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Soybeans (SOYB) Update
Jayson Gill, Analyst
jayson00@vt.edu

Price Action: Since the start of December 2020 we have seen SOYB prices appreciate by more than
$3.00/share
News: Bad weather in South America, low U.S. stocks and very bullish USDA WASDE reports headline
the soybean market over the winter.
Summary: Heading into the 2020/2021 South American soybean season, estimates suggested that this
year’s crop would be larger than last year’s record haul. Plagued by dry weather, plantings got off to a late
start. Producers in South America have continued to face tough weather conditions throughout the
growing season as well. This has been part of the reason for this sharp price increase. While all of this is
going on in South America, U.S. exports continue to be above estimates in many weekly reports. Many
other countries such as Brazil and Argentina have depleted their soybean stocks and many soybean
importers (mainly China) are buying the bulk of their soybeans from American ports. This is likely to
continue at least until the South American harvest begins. The December and January WASDE reports
also revealed very bullish estimates. The reports reduced production estimates by 35 million bushels,
increased exports by 30 million bushels, and reduced ending stocks by 35 million bushels.
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Outlook: There are many things to look forward to as we move through the remainder of the winter and
into spring planting season. The first is foriegn soybean production. Many will have their eyes on Brazil
and Argentina to see if their harvest yields like the bearish estimates have been suggesting. Others will
look towards the prospective plantings report for U.S. producers for 2021. The other key factor to keep an
eye on is the new presidential administration. The Biden administration has now fully taken office and
will be hard at work in the coming weeks as they build their team. The former Trump administration was
tough on China and negotiated the phase one trade deal that ultimately helped soybean prices during their
administration. It will be very interesting in the coming months to see if the Biden administration sticks
with the current Trump deal or if they will renegotiate with their own terms.
Supporting Material:
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Sugar (SGG) Update
Dylan Doherty, Senior Analyst
dylanjd@vt.edu

Price Action: SGG started the month of December around $43.50, during mid-November price of the
ETN was close to $46. For the better part of December SGG traded between $42 and $45. Towards the
final week in December price began to breakout of this range and trade as high as $46.40. Over the
duration of the month SGG increased in price by approximately 6.66%.
News: Raw sugar jumps 4% on export news; coffee closes down (Dec.9th), USDA raises imports to boost
sugar supply (Dec.10th), Brazil's Unica Sees 2020-2021 Center-South Sugar Output at 38.4 Million Tons
(Dec. 15th), India approves subsidy to export 6 million tonnes of sugar in 2020/21 (Dec.16th), Brazil to
Remain Major Global Sugar Supplier in 2021 (Dec.24th) Sugar Powers Toward Longest Rally in 14 Years
as Supply Ebbs (Dec. 31st)
Summary: The start of December began a lower trading period for SGG. French beet production was
estimated to total 3.5 million tonnes, which was closer to 5 million tonnes last year. On the demand side,
India indicated that close to two million tonnes of exports were made without a trade subsidy in place yet.
Next, Brazil's November exports were released and totaled nearly 3.1 million tonnes, compared to last
year’s total of 1.936 million tonnes for November. Around December 9th discussion of Indonesia (one of
the top sugar consumers in the world) would soon announce its import license program. The US ending
stocks-to-use ratio for 2020/21 was raised to 13.5%, this was based on higher imports from Mexico,
which helped offset lower domestic (US) beet production. In Mid- December India's government
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approved its 6 million tonne export subsidy for 2020/21. The export subsidy is used to increase
shipments, but this had the possibility to further lower prices with ore supply in the market. Towards the
end of December, Brazil was back in the discussion as a likely top producer in 2021. Their production
increase in 2021 is backed by a possible global deficit in the market, as well as strong gains from ethanol
demand, which is likely to be repeated next season. Finally, towards the end of December sugar saw a
small spike which allowed for a breakout from its current trading range. Important buyers such as
Indonesia and China began to increase imports, on top of drier than normal weather conditions from
Brazil's main growing region. Energy markets also began to trend upward close to this time frame. All of
these factors led to a bullish trend in the price of SGG.
Outlook: The next few months are vital for sugar as we will see what production and weather will look
like for top producers in the new season. While prices continued to rise to close out December the market
will need further backing to sustain this growth. A weaker dollar aided in sustaining a rally, so this will be
important to watch in January. Weather with La Nina will remain a vital factor for Brazil this season as
they look to remain a top producer and exporter. However, sugar remains vulnerable to a sell off if
positions rapidly grow comparable to what was seen in October/November. As of now Sugar may be
trending in a slightly bearish direction.
Supporting Material:

The figure above depicts 2020 beet harvest in the US being slightly above the 5-yr avg, but still lower
than 2019. Taken from USDA Sugar and Sweeteners Outlook: December 2020.
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Wheat (WEAT) Update
Katie O’Day, Senior Analyst
kod423@vt.edu

Price Action: The WEAT ETF increased around 13.5% from December 1st to mid January and futures
reached a 6.5 year high.
News: Russia plans to impose an export tax of 25 euros ($30.4) a tonne on wheat exports between Feb. 15
and June 30, the economy minister said on Monday (Dec 14); USDA Releases Annual Winter Wheat and
Canola Seedings Report, Quarterly Grain Stocks Report, and Monthly WASDE (Jan 12); Russia considers
increasing wheat export tax -exporters' union (Jan 11).
Summary: The grain markets have been very demand driven and have been in a bull market for months.
The USDA has made several bullish adjustments through the December and January WASDE reports.
Between the two reports, they adjusted use up 36 million bushels. Exports increased 10 million bushels in
December and feed use increased 25 million bushels in January. This is due to the strong international
demand and high substitute grain prices, specifically corn and soybeans. United States ending stocks of
836 million bushels are at the lowest levels since 2014/2015 and below the 5 year average of 1,036
million bushels.
The news of a Russian export tax largely contributed to the price run up in the market. On December
14th, the economic minister of Russia announced that they were planning to impose a 25 euro per ton
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wheat export tax from February 15th to June 30th. This news is very bullish for United States wheat due
to the increased export opportunities. The goal of the export tax is to stabilize wheat prices as
international feed grain prices have been very high for the past few months. By mid January, the 25 euro
tax had “been almost completely absorbed by global markets” according to the head of Russian Union of
Grain Exporters, causing Russia to re-consider and discuss increasing their export taxes. There were
reports of a potential increase of the export tax to 50 euros during the week of January 11th causing the
ETF to close 3.7% higher over the week at $6.44.
Outlook: Chicago Wheat futures prices reached their highest price since May 2014 on January 15th at
675 cents per bushel. Futures and the ETF are overpriced and a slight market correction is expected.
However, international demand is very strong and the recent export taxes in Russia cause a lot of U.S
export opportunities. In addition, high corn prices have supported the wheat market as many producers,
particularly in China have been using wheat for feed. In supplemental material, there is a chart about the
wheat to corn ratio and effect it will have on the chinese feed market.
Supporting Material:

This chart is from the USDA Wheat Outlook and shows the wheat-corn price ratio. As corn prices have
been increasing, wheat prices are more competitive leading to an overall increase in wheat feed use in
China. China is importing record amounts of wheat and is selling a majority of their state reserves.
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Energy Update
Max Babka, Division Head
maxbabka@vt.edu
Summary: December and January have been very exciting months for the energy division with lots of
price action and macro developments concerning both OPEC, the US administration, and the COVID-19
pandemic.
Oil continued its November rally throughout the winter with gasoline rising more than 16%, Brent rising
almost 9%, and WTI rising almost 8% in December. This rally in oil was mainly due to rapid
developments in the COVID-19 vaccine. The Pfizer vaccine was approved on the 11th of December and
the Moderna vaccine was approved on the 18th. With the deployment of these vaccines beginning right
after their approval, oil prices surged on hopes of increased demand and an economic recovery in the
upcoming months.
This rally only continued in January with a surprise announcement by OPEC+ that Saudi Arabia would
voluntarily cut oil production by an additional one million barrels per day in February and March while
the other producers would hold production constant. This reduction of supply helped further boost prices
from their December highs. This caused BNO, USO, and UGA to surge an additional 8% over the next
few days, extending the rally significantly. Natural gas on the other hand continued its decline from
November, dropping 25% in December alone before rallying in January.
Looking forward much attention will be paid to the early actions of the Biden administration, especially in
regards to his handling of the COVID-19 pandemic and economic stimulus or regulations in the energy
sector. Furthermore, now that Democrats have control of the House, Senate, and Presidency watching
which policies they prioritize will be very important. Concerning natural gas, the Keystone XL pipeline’s
fate will be in the hands of the Biden administration because he will have the authority to pull its permit at
will. The continued vaccine rollout will also play a huge role in the energy markets going forward. If the
vaccine deployment continues to lag behind estimates or the COVID-19 situation continues to worsen, the
economic recovery may take longer than expected and weigh down on prices.
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Crude Oil (USO/BNO) Update
Gabe Plichta, Senior Analyst | Charles Spicer, Analyst
gjplichta@vt.edu

cspice5@vt.edu

Price Action: Crude oil has seen major price appreciation over winter break, finally breaching the $50
dollar mark on US WTI oil marking a significant milestone on the road to recovery in the COVID era.
News: OPEC+ conference, major production cuts from Saudi Aramco, Russia engaging in another oil
price war, Keystone XL oil pipeline termination, moratorium on public land oil drilling, Venezuela is
selling repackaged oil to China, the Biden Administration is seeking another round of fiscal stimulus to
boost economic activity, and Iran may be able to sell oil again on the public market to Western countries if
the US rejoins the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, however, this will ask for Congressional approval.
Summary: Oil rallied from ~$45 dollar a barrel where it had been range trading and broke out upwards
into the $50 dollar range, were it now rests in the low $50’s, major resistance to the upside past $55 and
especially $60, with minor support now at $50 and major support at $45 for WTI. This has come as the
worldwide vaccination effort has begun over the winter, despite over two million deaths worldwide, with
oil majors seeing a large uptick in demand as governments begin to ease their COVID restrictions going
into Spring 2021, with oil futures for April and May hoving around the mid-fifties range. Concerning the
Biden Administration’s new anti-oil moves, oil prices have remained relatively unchanged, however,
US-based companies on the public market took a hit to their shares this past week.
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Outlook: While the bullish run remained strong the past few weeks, momentum seems to have slowed
down due to major technical resistance in this price range along with underlying fundamental hurdles that
prevent it from reaching even higher. Our outlook on oil prices is bullish to neutral depending on
upcoming administration policy coupled with OPEC+ compliance and future planning the farther into
2021 we get. Prices can continue upwards if OPEC+ continues cuts and/or vaccinations allow the world
to reopen the economy at a significant rate. Along with that, the Biden administration’s cancelation of the
Keystone XL pipeline as well as their moratorium on public land drilling will negatively impact US oil in
the long-run; however, it may be counteracted by Iranian oil hitting the market again, along with an uptick
in demand relating to increase US stimulus spending, as well as vaccinations hitting one hundred million
in the next one hundred days.
Supporting Material:
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Gasoline (UGA) Update
Max Babka, Senior Analyst
maxbabka@vt.edu

Price Action: Gasoline soared during the months of December and January. The UGA ETF rose an
incredible 16.3% during the month of December, continuing the sharp rise it saw in November. The rally
only continued in January, with the ETF rising another 12% off the positive OPEC+ news.
News: OPEC+ continued its production cuts through February and March, with Saudi Arabia voluntarily
cutting an additional one million barrels per day.
Summary: Gasoline outperformed crude oil in December, rallying more than 16% compared to WTI
which rallied only 8% during the same time frame. This happened despite demand decreasing
significantly seasonally due to supply actually decreasing slightly more especially in December. Stocks
stayed flat throughout December, but began to rise more quickly in January. This is seasonal however and
stocks remain within the five-year range as shown below.
Outlook: Neutral to bullish. Looking forward, there is much uncertainty regarding the actions of the
Biden administration and the continued rollout of the COVID-19 vaccine. Currently, deployment has been
subject to many delays and failure to meet goals. The United States was only able to inoculate 2.6 million
people by the end of 2020, much short of its ambitious initial goal of 20 million. If the rollout of the new
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vaccines improves and the Biden administration is able to pass meaningful stimulus, then it is very likely
that the rally will continue, but the rally appears to be fragile going forward.
Supporting Material:
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Natural Gas (UNG) Update
Chris Dutton, Senior Analyst
christopherwd@vt.edu

Price Action: Prices have traded range bound for the majority of December and beginning of January.
UNG started December at $10.49 and quickly priced down to $9.16 within the first three days of the
month. Furthermore, from the point forward prices to a high of $10.10 and a low of $8.50. Ultimately,
ending 2020 at $9.20. Throughout January, prices have followed much of the same pattern. Currently
prices are sitting at just above $9 with rollover just completing on the 19th of the month. All told, prices
fluctuated roughly 2% at their peak movements throughout December and January.
News: Oregon Pembina Terminal Kinks and Keystone XL
Summary: Since the exit of hurricane season we have seen a negligible amount of terminal supply
related kinks. Recently, Pembina has crossed into headwinds for their planned West Coast LNG pipeline
and export terminal. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission has ruled that they needed to secure
further permits from the State of Oregon before they proceeded. The proposed pipeline was to span 230
miles. Furthermore, the Biden administration has revoked permits for the Keystone XL pipeline. The
Keystone runs crude from Canadian plays down into the southern United States. Zooming out, dry
production should start to increase starting Q2 2021 and into H2 2021. Since the beginning of 2020,
natural gas production has fallen amid lower prices. Furthermore, we have been seeing significant shifts
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to coal switching in the previous months; prompting a 3.5 Bcf/d slowdown in consumption numbers.
Winter weather has played an unusually subdued role in prices. Run ups and price downs are primarily
attributed to bubbles of winter weather failing to come to fruition.
Outlook: Overall bullish heading into the coming weeks. LNG feed gas demand has increased 0.4 Bcf
which is signaling a recovery. Analysts are projecting a recoup in industrial demand as entities ease back
into operation. Furthermore, TPH analysts are projecting a continued drawdown of -193 Bcf this coming
week, which will continue to push us towards the 1 Tcf EOS mark. Furthermore, short-term weather
forecasts have been pushing bearish headwinds. Both the GFS 15 day and EC two week are down 2.6 and
15 HDDs respectively. Keeping an eye on chapter 11 fillings within the coming weeks to see how a
potential second round of stimulus impacts them will be vital.
Supporting Material:
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Metals Update
Paul Papillo, Division Head
ppapillo@vt.edu
Summary: The last few weeks have had a great deal of major news and events across the world
especially regarding COVID cases, and American politics. We anticipate that in the long run some of
these events will have a large impact on the metals markets. We saw US Cases and Deaths reach all time
highs, and the end of a long process in the Georgia runoffs resulting in democratic control of the Senate.
Following the events that took place in the Capitol, Trump was once again impeached and it will be up to
the senate to decide whether or not to convict and how the Republicans will move forward as the party is
incredibly split.
The price of Gold and Silver mirrored each other very similarly over the course of the weeks surrounding
Christmas. Both had increased in price steadily throughout December and into January. The US dollar as
seen in the DXY had continued its decline as a result of increased stimulus hopes as well as an actual deal
coming together. This continued lack of strength in the dollar has pushed up gold and silver substantially
through december. There was a cool off in prices however following the tragic events at the US capital.
This sell off saw a liquidation of gold and silver as investors flocked into cash positions as they awaited
information on the events and likely fell out of the Capitol insurrection on January 6th. Gold and Silver
have both begun to rebound in recent days and our analysts remain long term bullish on both of these
precious metals heading throughout this year. Copper has had a strong rally throughout the early weeks of
this year on the backs of supply disruptions throughout Chile and an anticipated increase in American
demand as Biden looks to increase US renewable infrastructure and many of these energy changes will
result in an increase of copper usage. China is beginning to have some breakouts of COVID and this is
causing a slowdown in demand for copper. Our analysts are neutral in the short term and anticipate
sideways trading over the next few weeks but are long term bullish as chinese demand should rebound in
February as well as more information on Bidens energy plan will come available.
In overall Macro news the Georgia run-offs came to a close in early January giving Jon Ossoff and
Raphael Warnock victories. Warnock will serve a 2-year term and Ossoff 6. These races had massive
effects on the US as with both victories the Democrats will take control of the US Senate giving them
control of both Congress and the White House. While control of the senate is incredibly slim, having
control over what comes to the floor for a vote is significant and will help for some of Biden's policies to
make it through congress.
Control over government for the democrats will be bullish for gold and silver. There is a highly increased
chance of further stimulus and general expenditures from the government over the next few years that will
likely continue to push down the US Dollar, resulting in a bullish situation for Gold and Silver. The
question now is how long can this continue before the Fed needs to begin to worry about inflation once
again.
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Copper (CPER) Update
Pete Brunone, Senior Analyst | Dylan Ratner, Analyst | Andrew Curran, Analyst
pbrunone@vt.edu
dratner@vt.edu
andrewjc417@vt.edu

Price Action: This winter, copper has continued its overall rise that we have seen since the markets
plunged in March as Chilean and Peruvian production has, because of the pandemic, struggled to keep up
with demand from China and other major consumers.
News: The Biden Administration’s emphasis on green infrastructure and COVID-19 vaccinations has
spurred some optimism in the markets (1/12). Chinese imports slide slightly as its demand did not grow
enough to offset the stockpile it had built up during the opportunity for arbitrage that existed in the middle
of 2020. China has also dropped imports from Australia, its 6th largest supplier, as the two countries
continue to have bitter trade disputes. Copper prices have most recently dipped due to an outbreak of
COVID-19 in China (1/13).
Summary: On the demand side, China has seen a spike in COVID-19 cases and has imposed
lockdown-like restrictions, including a travel ban. As a result, the country has recorded a Caixin
Manufacturing PMI of 53.0 in December, which was lower than expected. However, authorities are
looking to vaccinate 50 million people by the middle of February to contain such an outbreak. Japan also
expanded a coronavirus state of emergency due to a surge in infections across the country. In the United
States, the Democrats took the majority due to the Georgia runoff, which will allow for the passage of
legislation with increased fluidity in the future. This event beneficially affects Biden's climate and
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energy-related agenda with expectations of less potential pullback. This plan aims to expand the electric
grid and allow for more clean energy usage to cut greenhouse gas emissions from the power sector to
net-zero by 2035. The president seeks to outline a second proposal focused on the economic recovery that
would use jobs and infrastructure to combat climate change after previously unveiling a $1.9 trillion
COVID-19 relief plan.
Supply-wise, Chile has experienced disruptions throughout the winter. For example, a court ruling forced
BHP to suspend operations at its Cerro Colorado copper mine due to complaints about the project's water
misusage in this barren area. The mine now faces a lengthy disruption to its operations, while a fresh
environmental review already underway is completed. Also, Chile's Codelco mine is ratcheting up the
precautionary measure as COVID-19 cases rise. These measures include a reduction in personnel, come
several months after the miner had resumed normal operations following the peak of contagion in May
and June. The company said it would re-implement telecommuting, focus on jobs handled by its staff, and
suspend some contractors and supplier visits to its operations. As the COVID-19 pandemic continues its
second wave in South America, many are worried that vaccines will not be as accessible in
underdeveloped nations.
Outlook: Through recent price action we are able to determine that CPER will most likely continue on its
impressive bullish run into the early months of the new year. Rising prices in 2021 will be supported on
theories of low inventories, and strong bullish demand sentiment from China. Copper has found support
on the back of upcoming elections and labor negotiations in Chile and Peru, an anticipated rebound of the
global economy, sustained growth of industrial activity as well as global COVID-19 vaccination rollouts,
and to top it all off, a weaker U.S. dollar. Another driving factor that will lead CPER to new heights is the
expected increase in sustainable energy generation, as well as an increasing consumption agenda, part of
the green energy drive being rolled out by many governments.
Supporting Material:

This figure displays deteriorating or improving PMI internationally for December
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Gold (IAU) Update
Nathan Mostow, Analyst
nathan00@vt.edu

Price Action: This past winter has led to a good deal of volatility due to approval of stimulus, Senate
election results, political violence, and a fluctuating dollar.
News: The passing of another round of stimulus in the US sent gold into a bull rally for the majority of
December approaching $1,950 an ounce at its peak. Many investors have seen gold as an inflation hedge
against the implemented stimulus to come. The December rally was also amplified by the Georgia Senate
runoff election which resulted in the Democrats taking control of the Senate, on top of the House of
Representative and the Presidency, making it much easier for Biden to pass necessary stimulus. He has
also promised $2000 stimulus checks would be “right out the door” if the Democrats were to win the
Senate. Halting the upward trend from continuing to increase at a more rapid rate was the dollar’s gains as
the FDA approved and distributed the vaccine from Moderna. As we entered the new year and some
political stability started to be felt by investors in addition to the distribution of the vaccine led to short
term resilience in the dollar that capped any possible gains in the first few weeks of January.
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Summary: A much more chaotic month than we felt for a majority of the fall semester showed once
again what investors were waiting for this whole time with the second round stimulus and the markets
acted accordingly. The only thing standing in its way is the dollar index which has found some support
over the past few weeks as the vaccine was distributed and the Democrats swept. A notable sign of life
occurred on the day of Biden’s inauguration as he gave his speech promising recovery and prosperity to
the American people through stimulus reforms which allowed for gold to reach a near two week high. The
dollar’s short term resiliency as well as the fear of even higher treasury yields led to a pretty heavy selloff
which is why the bear run is so steep.
Outlook: We are confidently bullish long term, but largely uncertain in the short term. Our short term
outlook is more based around investors waiting on news from the new Biden administration that gives
further indicators on what his plans are for economic and pandemic recovery. Could see a small short
term dip if the resiliency of the dollar holds for a little longer without any major headlines getting it back
on its long term downward trajectory. However, even though the dollar has been rising in early 2021 it is
still not shaping to separate from the continued downward trend as the economy recovers and cases still
rise. Some of these short term pullbacks could present good trading opportunities to keep an eye out for
before we see further currency destruction as well as a plethora of other reasons people will end up
running back to safety as we get further into the new year. When those stimulus measures do come
treasury yields and the dollar index will go down proving quite bullish for precious metals.
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Silver (SLV) Update
Caleigh McDonough, Analyst
caleighmcdonough@vt.edu

Price Action: Silver closed out 2020 with a strong bull run. Throughout the year, Silver gained 47.6% ‒
it’s best year since 2010. On January 6th, the price dropped 11.5% following the Capitol riots, but Silver’s
price has been recovering slowly since.
News: The winter months brought a lot of much needed good vaccine news. On December 14th, the first
truck carrying the Covid-19 vaccine was deployed. A few days later, the FDA granted emergency use
authorization of Moderna’s vaccine. Unfortunately, the U.S. missed its goal of administering 20 million
vaccine doses by the end of 2020 by 17 million doses, but Biden made promises to involve the Federal
government for a more seamless process once he takes office. On December 21st, lawmakers came to an
agreement on a second stimulus package, which was signed by President Trump a week later.
The economy on the other hand, experienced less favorable news. Initial jobless claims ticked back up to
September levels. Consumer confidence fell sharply to 88.6 due to consumers’ pessimism about the
service industry during the holiday season. Consumer spending also fell for the first time since the spring.
On the political front, Democrats swept the Georgia run-off, giving them control of the House and the
Senate. A day later on January 6th, the ceremonial certification of the election results was interrupted by
rioters who stormed the Capitol building. Many blamed President Trump for inciting the violence hours
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beforehand at his rally where he stated, “if you don’t fight like hell you’re not going to have a country
anymore.” House Democrats took steps towards impeachment shortly after.
Summary: The vaccine rollout, although slower than expected, is a hopeful sign that things will return to
“normal” soon. However, the plateauing economic growth in the winter months has proven that the
economy cannot fully recover until the U.S. has reached herd immunity. The service industry and small
businesses will have a long road to recovery and some may not survive. Homeowners in forbearance and
defaulting renters may also be in trouble once these relief measures come to an end. However, with a
Democrat controlled government, it should be easier for Biden to implement his stimulus plans to try to
save people from losing their jobs, homes, and businesses. Something to watch out for though is that the
additional stimulus will most likely drive down the value of the dollar and may lead to future inflation.
Outlook: We remain bullish on Silver mainly due to the Biden administration’s liberal spending plans.
With the uncertainty surrounding how long it will take the economy to recover, especially the service
industry, we believe investors will still hold a large position in safe haven assets for the time being.
Additionally, manufacturing continues to reach record high levels, which will increase the demand and
price of Silver.
Supporting Material:

Initial Jobless Claims
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